
EMIT 

EMIT is a series of artworks by artist Jeroen van der Most about the 
evolution from human to artificial intelligence and the effects on art and 
society. The project consists of three parts: 

1. DISINTEGRATED CANVASES

DisiDisintegrated canvases, hand-kneaded with salts and pigments, a 
process developed by Jeroen van der Most. Pieces are mounted on 
sets of wooden restored stretcher bars, finished with a gold-wash.

Images on caImages on canvases consist of shapes built up of magnified details and 
textures from art historical objects. The pieces serve as a study of aging 
and art history in which the fragmented shapes resemble human 
knowledge of the past millennia: fragmented and limited to 
understanding small parts of reality.

2. PERFECTED PRINTS

PhPhotographic images mounted on aluminium dibond plates. Images 
show digitally created fragmented shapes, constructed from enlarged 
details of master pieces from art history. The digital creation process, 
designed by Jeroen van der Most with his own software, enabled a 
near-infinite variation in perfected shapes, varying in fragments used, 
colors, and sizes. Pieces were curated by Van der Most from the output 
of the process.

The pieThe pieces symbolize the present state of human knowledge and 
intelligence: fragmented and limited, but developing at an exponential 
pace. Leading to a current near-infinite web of knowledge fields and 
capabilities. One step further in this evolution is the rise of artificial 
intelligence that, as Van der Most theorizes, will lead to fully-flexible 
forms and eventually potential knowledge wholeness.  

3. FLEXIBLE FORMS

VVan der Most theorizes that artificial intelligence will take over an 
increasingly greater part of the act of creating art. The ease of creation 
by AI systems will lead to near infinite varieties of form and eventually a 
fully flexible form of art, adapting to- and interacting with its beholders 
based on a complete comprehension of the beholder and the 
surroundings. The flexible form artpieces resemble this envisioned 
future.

MMaterial: Canvas pieces, cut from pre-existing artworks. Hand-treated 
with pigments, lacquers, and textural substances. The canvases are 
combined with flexible animated forms on computer screens, created 
by an artificially intelligent process, designed by Van der Most. Screens 
and canvases rest on socles created from painted canvas stretcher bar 
pieces.   
 



THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The EMIT artworks were created based on a theoretical framework by 
artist Jeroen van der Most, published in his manifesto ‘The age of 
Ultimation’. The manifesto ideas resulted in a series of lectures and blog 
articles for amongst others Utrecht University, Radboud University 
Nijmegen, TedX, and Dutch radio stations SublimeFM and BNR. 

The maniThe manifesto poses the following 7 hypotheses:

1. Artificial intelligence will in a near future enable everyone to create 
art of brilliant technique, style, and composition. Thereby making the 
form of artworks irrelevant to artists.

2. As brilliant form will be effortlessly created with the use of artificially 
intelligent systems, the focus of artists will shift solely to triggering 
inspiration by the transfer of ideas. A new rise of conceptualism.

3.3. The ease of creation of brilliant forms will enable artworks to exist in 
multiple forms or be of fully flexible form. Different beholders will be 
presented different styles, techniques, and compositions to enable 
maximum inspirational idea impact by artworks.

4.4. Artificial intelligence will dramatically improve idea sharing and 
generation. The ideas that future artworks will transfer will surpass the 
ideas of individual artists. They will consist of synergetic chains of ideas 
of multiple individuals, artist and beholder, living or deceased, and 
artificial intelligence.

5.5. The future artworks of brilliant flexible form, optimized for their 
beholders, that transfer ideas created by the intelligence of groups will 
have a next level, ultimately inspiring impact. 

6. The idea of individual artists creating art objects that are presented in 
a single, final form in physical galleries or fair spaces, within rigid style 
formats, will in a near future be considered inefficient.

77. Developments in art should be aimed at reaching the ultimation 
state. Our societal system shows cracks on basically every aspect and 
craves for new stronger forms of inspiration. Art should take its role and 
inspire the world in a new ultimate way.



JEROEN VAN DER MOST

DuDutch artist Jeroen van der Most combines traditional ways of making 
art with data, algorithms, and artificial intelligence. Van der Most 
describes his art as an exploration of the interplay between art history 
and contemporary developments arising from technological progress. 
Fueled in particular by a fascination for artistic heritage and the 
potential upcoming age of singularity.

VVan der Most's art was covered by most larger Dutch newspapers and 
international media like The Art Newspaper, Spanish newspaper El Pais, 
Artnet, trendwatching.com and the Creator's Project. His art to date was 
obtained by collectors from 20 countries and the national museum of 
New Zealand. It has been displayed in galleries and art fairs ranging 
from the Amsterdam KunstRai to the Affordable Artfair Hong Kong. 

VVan der Most creates artworks autonomously but also developed 
pieces for organizations like the Dutch Aids Foundation, Ramada 
Hotels, Stop Aids Now, TEDx, and NH hotels. He gave lectures about 
contemporary art developments and AI at institutions like Utrecht 
University and created blogs and on-air art columns for Dutch radio 
and TV stations like BNR, Sublime FM, and At5.

www.jeroenvandermost.com, jeroenvdmost@hotmail.com

AA selection of publicity for Van der Most's work, presentations, lectures, and media 
performances:

Utrecht University, symposium artificial creativity, 2017,  "The age of ultimation", a lecture by Van 
der Most

Utrecht University, Faculty of Humanities Theses, Busnach, Z., 2017, "Contemporary European 
art images of asylum seekers: from case studies to issues of representation"

SublimSublimeFM, nieuws van de vooruitgang, 2016, three blog articles by Van der Most on the future 
of art, museums, and AI

Visualnews.com, 2016, "Artist reminds you of all that's been lost in the Syrian conflict"

AD.nl, 2016, "Helft bevolking genadeloos gewist door kunstenaar"

The Guardian, 2016, "New Rembrandt to be unveiled in Amsterdam" *

NOS Journaal / news, 2016, TV item about the unveiling of a new data based Rembrandt 
painting *

PParool, 2016, "De volgende Rembrandt" *

BNR, 2014-2016, a series of 40 on air art columns by Van der Most

Universiteit Gent, scriptie Jodts, S., 2015 "Opkomst en invloed van de digitalisering in het 
kunstproces"

Funda, 2015, presentation by Van der Most of a new art piece to the employees at the opening 
of their new office

NRC.nl, 2015, "Online kunstwerk tegen het denken in gemiddelden in vluchtelingendebat"

The CThe Creator's Project, 2015, "How refugees are changing 'the face' of the Netherlands"

Atelier Magazine, 2015, "Hyperdream"

Vrij Nederland, 2014, "Een statistische kunstenaar berekende de essentie van de keuken van 
Sterrenrestaurant Vermeer"

The Art Newspaper, 2014, "Van Gogh's missing oeuvre"

Artnet.com, 2014, "Computer technology generates Van Gogh's next painting"

At5, cultuur in de stad, 2014, on air evalutation of a new art exhibition by Van der Most

ANANP, Telegraaf, Volkskrant, Parool, 2013, "Gemiddelde Rembrandt is bruin, Van Gogh groen"

Trouw, 2013, "Een gemiddeld schilderij van Hollandse meesters lijkt in niets op de echte 
werken"

Noordhollands Dagblad, 2012, "Datakunst aan de muur en op bord"

Trendwatching.com, springwise.com, 2011, "Twitter portraits"

El PAís, 2011, "Retratos en 140 caracteres"

* Van der Most was special advisor in the new Rembrandt project


